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ABSTRACT OF CAPSTONE
THE HEAD OF THE HOLLER: GUIDED PLACE-BASED DIGITAL
EDUCATION IN RURAL APPALACHIA
The Holler, an online social learning network designed for digital place-based
multimedia implementation in Central Appalachia, has access to students, teachers,
and administrators in 17 rural Eastern Kentucky school districts. The capstone
project, a three-issue digital publication entitled Head of the Holler, was created to
engage users and promote model interaction and creativity on The Holler social
learning network.
The Head of the Holler capstone project was designed to engage new users for
theHoller.org and to transition current users from interacting in the most basic of
ways, posts about new technology purchased for the classroom and other surfacelevel sharing, to power users of the site, sharing their process for digital learning
innovation. Articles and content were created using place-based guided discovery
multimedia strategies to generate original ideas and project creation within rural
Appalachian classrooms. Articles ranged in style from general press releases about
new updates or developments to The Holler network to more robust interviews
featuring multimedia content with links to discussion forums and interaction on
theHoller.org. Select articles featured how-to demonstrations for classroom or
professional development integration, while other articles introduced new or
important concepts in digital education in an attempt to guide readers on how to
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engage and focus on creating innovative ideas rather than simply sharing photos of
technology.
The Head of the Holler digital publication was built using HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript and hosted at the www.headoftheholler domain. The first issue of Head of
the Holler focused on The Holler production studio and a collection of more than 500
hours of original multimedia created using its tools in the first year of operation. The
second issue focused on demonstrating how The Holler creates multimedia and the
tools and processes at their disposal for their own digital learning goals and projects.
For the third issue, the focus shifted to generating ideas and working toward
interesting multimedia production techniques for creating engaging and innovative
digital learning tools. Each issue was designed to lead readers through a creative and
educational process for approaching multimedia design and digital education
strategies.
KEYWORDS: (Multimedia, Rural, Appalachia, Online, Digital)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What is the core of the capstone?
The Holler is an online social learning network designed for digital placebased multimedia implementation in Central Appalachia. The site is partnered with
the Appalachian Renaissance Initiative (ARI), a project funded by a federal Race to
the Top grant through the United States Department of Education. Through the ARI
program, The Holler network has access to more than 44,000 students, 3,000 teachers
and administrators in 17 rural Eastern Kentucky school districts (Katayama, 2013).
The capstone project, a three-issue digital publication entitled Head of the Holler, was
created to engage users and promote model interaction and creativity on The Holler
social learning network.
The Head of the Holler was designed to engage and highlight ARI school
district teachers and administrators and their work, or potential work, within The
Holler’s network. The publication featured podcasts, video essays and instructional
material, lesson plans, and tips and tricks, and feature-rich multimedia stories starring
exemplary teachers and leaders within the Eastern Kentucky region. The content was
designed to inform desired behavior on The Holler social network and to celebrate the
power users and early adopters of the site.
theHoller.org generated more than 1,000 registered users between its founding
on July 1, 2014, to July 1, 2015, with the majority of those registered users being K12 teachers and administrators working with ARI and the Kentucky Valley
Educational Cooperative (KVEC). The Holler’s marketing and education process to
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these initial users focused on two key elements: the site is not meant to compete with
pre-existing tools created by the Kentucky Department of Education, Moodle, or
Blackboard, and use of The Holler website should not be mandatory or rigid in its
implementation. The ARI program is designed to focus on innovation in K-12
education, to highlight effective examples from Eastern Kentucky teachers and to
ensure personalized learning opportunities for every student in every district.
The Head of the Holler capstone project was designed to engage new users for
theHoller.org and to transition current users from interacting in the most basic of
ways, posts about new technology purchased for the classroom and other surfacelevel sharing, to power users of the site, sharing their process for digital learning
innovation. Articles ranged in style from general press releases about new updates or
developments to The Holler network to more robust interviews featuring multimedia
content with links to discussion forums and interaction on theHoller.org. Select
articles featured how-to demonstrations for classroom or professional development
integration, while other articles introduced new or important concepts in digital
education in an attempt to guide readers on how to engage and focus on creating
innovative ideas rather than simply sharing photos of technology.
User engagement and exposure to the Head of the Holler was not limited to
registered users of theHoller.org. The three issues were made available at
www.headoftheholler.org and did not require users to register or login to gain access
to the content. The user experience was intended to be like a linear story, with each
issue adding to the knowledge base and skill set needed for teachers to think further
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about their own digital learning implementation and classroom use. The design and
content of the capstone worked to educate readers on the tools available through The
Holler.
The most successful online learning implementations feature some aspects of
social networking (Kehrwald, 2010). Users must be engaged with one another and
feel they are working with others, not alone, as they progress through a program.
Many online learning platforms use forums, or discussion boards, and users typically
connect on external sites like Facebook and Twitter (Rodrigues, Sabino, & Zhou,
2011). Better integration of social learning and networking would theoretically
engage users in a more meaningful way and potentially capture learning or questions
as they happen. Few place-based social learning networks have been formally
implemented in digital education, and those that did suffered from lack of motivation
or understanding of the desired behavior or engagement once on the site (Johnson &
Humphry, 2012). The Head of the Holler was designed to identify key behaviors and
to demonstrate the process of sharing and modeling a potential path for finding
innovation in digital learning, a key to success of any social network, specifically in
the Eastern Kentucky region (Crumlish & Malone, 2014).
The capstone will refer to many moving parts that make up The Holler
network. The Holler refers to the entire organization housed at the University of
Pikeville, the multimedia production studio, and of all affiliated websites and content
creators throughout the ARI Race to the Top grant. TheHoller.org refers specifically
to the social learning website found at that web address and Head of the Holler and
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headoftheholler.org refer to the digital publication and content created specifically for
the capstone.
Who is the capstone meant to impact?
The capstone project is designed to impact educators in the ARI service region
who could use The Holler to better meet the growing needs of digital education and
personalized learning challenges in Eastern Kentucky. The distribution of information
relied heavily on ARI staff and District Innovation Coordinators; seventeen staff
members who lead and guide digital learning discussions in each of the ARI school
districts.
Each issue of Head of the Holler was designed to lead readers through a
creative and educational process for approaching multimedia design and digital
education strategies. The first issue focused on The Holler production studio and a
collection of more than 500 hours of original multimedia created using its tools in the
first year of operation. The Holler multimedia production studio is heavily featured in
the issue, with accompanying sample media, to inform teachers in Eastern Kentucky
of the equipment and processes at their disposal through The Holler and the ARI
grant.
•

Issue 1 – Original Content from the Holler
o Introduction: A welcome message discussing The Holler network after
one year of development and use
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o The Holler Studio: An article discussing The Holler studio and tools
used to create advanced multimedia
o Studio Gallery – A photo tour of the studio
o Hearthstone and Game Theory: An article featuring Dustin Potter and
the video game Hearthstone as a tool for learning statistics
o Here There Be Monsters: An article featuring a video game podcast
and video show focused on ideas of community and engagement
within games
o Virtual Art Gallery: The Virtual Art Gallery group on The Holler is the
most successful use of the site to date. The article features interviews
with creators Kelli Thompson and Christopher Epling
o Instructional Multimedia: The curriculum breakdown and
accompanying multimedia companion series to the Virtual Art Gallery
created in The Holler studio
o Kentucky Core Academic Standards: The academic standards met by
the Virtual Art Gallery as compiled by ARI staff
o Scavenger Hunt: A brief description of a Holler scavenger hunt
designed for users to experience the full range of social interaction
tools on The Holler network
o The Appalachian Technology Institute: An article written by Paul
Green of the ARI staff highlighting the new initiative
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o The Holler Learning Management System: An article promoting a
course on The Holler for users who want to offer their own
instructional material or professional development opportunities
The second issue focused on showing how The Holler creates multimedia and the
tools and processes at their disposal for their own digital learning goals and projects.
During the second issue production, more than forty hours were spent live streaming
technology builds with Raspberry Pi microcomputers on Twitch.tv but the content
focused on how and why the stream was put together rather than offering a how-to
guide for following along with the live stream. The key takeaway for this issue was
not to build a replica of what was happening in The Holler studio, but rather, provide
reasoning and decision making examples for teachers to reflect on when choosing
their approach to their own multimedia and instructional challenges.
•

Issue 2 – How to Holler
o Introduction: An article introducing the how-to content of the second
issue
o Livestream: An explanation of how The Holler streams live video and
how bandwidth and equipment needs can affect streams from schools
or other live locations
o Holler Live Stream: A breakdown of the Livestream Broadcaster from
the Livestream video company
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o Studio by the Numbers: A breakdown of The Holler production studio
and why specific materials or equipment were chosen
o Building a Gameboy: An article discussing the link between learning
programming languages and creating actual digital products with the
new skillset
o Building the Twitch Stream: How The Holler put together the camera
and equipment breakdown for a live video stream to Twitch.tv
o How Did It Come Together: A visual guide to camera placement and
equipment use for The Holler’s Twitch.tv stream
o Updating Your Profile Photo: Multimedia how-to video showing users
how to update their Holler profile photo
o The Holler Activity Stream: Multimedia how-to video showing users
how to use The Holler’s activity stream for sharing media
o ARI Students Leading Region in Computer Science: An ARI article
written by staff member Tanya Turner highlighting Holler projects
coinciding with Code.org’s Hour of Code week
For the third issue, the focus shifted to generating ideas and working toward
interesting multimedia production techniques for creating engaging and innovative
digital learning tools. All for Free, an article in the third issue about creating student
produced news programs with the open-source software Open Broadcaster. The video
demonstrates how to attempt to solve a classroom problem with technology.
Demonstrating the process of creating multi-camera video news with professional
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graphics and Chroma-key technology is featured but the guided multimedia is meant
to focus on problem solving with software, featuring both successes and failures, so
that readers may attempt the process for themselves with their own content needs.
The third issue is the culmination of the project and pushed idea creation and
attempted execution instead of highlighting specific projects or piece of technology.
•

Issue 3 – Digital Innovation
o The Telegraph to Twitter: Research article breaking down the cyclical
nature of technology and how to identify trends in the industry with
accompanying video lecture covering key content
o All for Free: Multimedia project showcasing the free Open
Broadcaster software for use in student produced multi-camera news
production
o Pulling the Thread: An article attempting to identify the procedure for
finding innovative and engaging ideas with technology
o Thread: Playing Civ: A video breakdown of the game Sid Meier’s
Civilization 5 with Esports coach Eric VanHoose
o Thread: History and Culture: A video breakdown of South American
culture portrayed in the video game Civilization 5 by University of
Pikeville professor Dr. John Howie
o Thread: Math and Programming: A video breakdown of the formulas
and algorithms that make Civilization 5 function with Jacob Stratton
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o Fireshare Podcast: A podcast featuring digital education and ARI by
Willa Johnson and Tanya Turner with accompanying discussion about
their motivation and challenges in creating the podcast
The three issues may be found in their entirety in the Appendix and the
material may be viewed as intended by visiting www.headoftheholler.org.
How was the capstone project implemented?
The Head of the Holler digital publication was built using HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript and hosted at the www.headoftheholler domain. The initial build process
consisted of an iOS Newsstand application built using Twitter’s Bootstrap framework
and Adobe PhoneGap, but with Apple discontinuing the Newsstand in September
2015 (Greenberg, 2015) there was a void in magazine style content delivery to iOS
devices. A straightforward website user experience was chosen after examining
analytics from theHoller.org and the standalone iOS and Android applications
developed for the network.
Examining five months of data, The Holler network logged over 1,200 active
weekly users with less than five percent of those users downloading and logging in to
the dedicated mobile application. Building Head of the Holler as a responsive website
allowed for the content to be reformatted for web browsers and mobile devices,
depending on user preference (Allen & Chudley, 2012). Holler users, according to
Google Analytics, also prefer to engage in the core tools of the site using their
personal computers, not mobile devices, and Head of the Holler was built to
accommodate those users as well.
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The most difficult decision in the capstone implementation came from
deciding if the Head of the Holler content needed to have a standalone delivery
system or if the content could be ingested into The Holler’s established news
platform. The decision to build a dedicated site to house the capstone material derived
from the overall desired user experience for the project. Head of the Holler was
meant to be a multimedia storytelling tool, shared over three issues, and experienced
as a cohesive unit. Ideally, the users would start at page one and work their way
through the content, starting with general stories about what The Holler had created
since its 2014 launch and building to more complex ideas of patterns of technology
and identifying innovative ideas and pedagogical practices. The complexity of the
stories and content, beginning very simply and steadily asking more from the
participants, is more successful as a linear journey. Posting the content directly to the
news feed of The Holler could potentially generate more views by attracting viewers
already visiting theHoller.org but it would deliver the content based on the date
posted and not on any particular goal or flow of information.
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Figure 1. The first article in a series about ARI’s Virtual Art Gallery project.

Figure 1, pulled from the first issue of Head of the Holler, features the Virtual
Art Gallery Workshop hosted and delivered to K-12 students throughout the
seventeen Appalachian Renaissance Initiative (ARI) school districts. The story is
segmented into three sections within the issue: an introduction featuring interviews
with the workshop creators, a week-by-week curriculum breakdown with
accompanying multimedia training broadcasts from The Holler studio, and the
Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) learning standards met by the workshop.
This article also demonstrates the beginning of the linear guided multimedia
discovery process for the capstone project.
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Guided discovery should be adapted to address patterns, skills, and comfort
levels of the desired audience or learner (De Jong & Wijnandus Lazonder, 2005). The
first issue of Head of the Holler was designed to introduce readers to The Holler and
the multimedia created to date. The Virtual Art Gallery Workshop article features
interviews with well known Eastern Kentucky educators with years of experience
working in the region, and it features standard lesson plans and KDE standards
familiar to any teacher working within the state or a formal education setting. The
article reviews material already created and presents the information so new
participants may join the workshop but it does not feature any specific call to action
or requests for the reader. This article is designed to feel familiar and to begin the
merging of the teacher’s ordinary world with what is happening on theHoller.org.

Figure 2. An article from the second issue featuring equipment in use from The Holler studio.
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The second issue of Head of the Holler features a three-part series of articles
about creating real world products with programming skills. The article is written to
demonstrate how The Holler actually uses the studio to capture in-depth multimedia
coverage and it does not feature how-to lessons on programming languages. The
purpose of the article is to continue engagement of first issue readers from The Holler
studio tour to a guided walkthrough in actually putting the technology to use for a
specific purpose. The first issue mimics the unwanted Holler social network behavior
of simply posting pictures of technology and the second issue extends the desired user
behavior of explaining the how and why portions of project creation and classroom
learning. The Art Gallery Workshop article introduces a new idea and offers complete
and ready to use multimedia projects. The articles in the second issue also propose an
idea but expand the experience by demonstrating how to actually capture ideas on
camera.
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Figure 3. An image from the second issue showing the progression of the guided discovery multimedia
plan.

The programming language multimedia project is continued through multiple
articles with Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrating a numbered imaging system
showcasing the equipment being used with a corresponding article showing the result
of the creative and technical process. The labeling for each image is the same and the
full articles begin by showing the actual equipment with descriptions of how they are
used with the next article demonstrating the final product and how each of the camera
angles and computer inputs translate to a final broadcast image. As with the articles in
issue one, the purpose is not to give a step-by-step tutorial meant to reproduce the
programming language multimedia videos within a school classroom. The intended
result is to guide readers through the creation process and offer a more in-depth
understanding of how to capture, create, and share their own ideas and work. This
also give the articles of Head of the Holler a reach beyond the types of multimedia
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created within The Holler studio. Readers who are not interested in gaming or
programming can still put the content to use in their own discipline categories.

Figure 4. Multimedia material from the third issue of Head of the Holler.

The third issue of the capstone featured and article about using Open
Broadcast software to create student news productions and it is the final step in the
guided discovery multimedia process for Head of the Holler. The article consists of a
contextual explanation and an accompanying hour-long video presentation. Figure 4
shows the same technology breakdown as the how-to articles from the second issue
and the content is geared more towards discovering ways to create and process
technology rather than a step-by-step tutorial. Over the course of an hour, the video
works through the process of installing new software, attaching common classroom
hardware components and figuring out the process of creating multi-camera student
news production with polished graphics and Chroma key processing. The video
features narration and visual reinforcement through the brainstorming, exploration,
and execution of a new software platform. Like the previous articles, the purpose is to
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demonstrate a creative process involving technology and idea creation more with the
video opening up a potential new process for educators to experiment with software
in their own classes.
Why were this capstone and related strategies selected?
Scott Berkun, a technology author and former WordPress employee, has
observed striking information on the volume of interaction from the online platform
that generates more than 3.4 billion page views per day (Colao, 2012). He suggested
what works in one culture, or a particular part of the world, is likely to fail or go
unnoticed if simply implemented or transferred to a culture other than the one it was
designed for (Berkun, 2013). There are noticeable and successful cultures forming
within online learning spaces but less time has been dedicated to building a new
platform designed for an established and specific geographic culture. The
Appalachian region, long studied for its varying success in educational attainment
(Shaw, De Young, & Rademacher, 2004), is a prime example of how a one-stop
solution is not possible. Researchers have examined Appalachian resistance to
education in the classroom (Hendrickson, 2012) and teachers from Appalachia do not
personally relate to outside stereotypes of Appalachian residents. The 1960s stigma
that to be successful Appalachian natives must leave the region (Friedmann, 1966)
has stuck around and teachers like Joy Crowdery, (2014) from Appalachian Ohio, are
still fighting this misinformation and stigma. Crowdery asserts the students of Central
Appalachia have unmet needs and are not guided to succeed in the right ways,
resulting in many students abandoning a system that does not address their needs.
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Place-based learning offers ideas and perspectives on social, cultural,
economic, political, and natural environments as a framework for content delivery
and classroom engagement (Smith, 2002). This type of educational pedagogy is not
widely practiced in America because it does not fit nicely with standardized testing
and requires a great deal of funding to generate curriculum for each place it is
implemented (Hendrickson, 2012; McInerney, Smyth, & Down, 2011; Smith, 2002).
The Appalshop, a non-profit media arts center in Whitesburg, Kentucky, has been
successful in place-based media education with an emphasis on cultural awareness for
Central Appalachian residents (Charbonneau, 2009). The youth media program at the
Appalshop, the Appalachian Media Institute, has educated young people in the region
on media creation through place-based projects centered on documentary and media
arts since 1988.
It is important to be cautious when implementing place-based learning
modules. While it can be advantageous to identify students with local culture and
customs as a motivation to complete work, the generalization or romanticizing of a
culture can encourage falsities in their representation (McInerney et al., 2011). With
this caution in mind, it is important to note the connection to place-based learning and
how individuals process the world and their education through a lens of their own
communities and cultural practice. Combining place-based learning in Central
Appalachia with concepts of technology and idea generation helps connect bigger
ideas and world trends in the technology and education fields with a voice and accent
that is at home in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky. In this case, the place-based
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connection breaks down the barriers of entry into digital learning by offering a
familiar voice for introduction into new ideas and ideology. Deliberately choosing to
use these terms in the title of the capstone project immediately identifies the content
as locally produced, from within Appalachia, and breaks through the initial barriers
some local residents and educators my put up. In the first explanation session to ARI
District Innovation Coordinators, when Head of the Holler was stated as the title for
the digital publication, the room erupted in laughter and conversation began
immediately about what content might exist in such a publication. Beginning with the
War on Poverty and continuing to present day, much aid or assistance to Appalachia
has been from outside of the community. Embracing local terminology as a way to
indicate aid and leadership for rural education in Appalachia was essential to the
success of the project.
The Holler, and by extension the Head of the Holler, relies on place-based
learning and a sense of local Eastern Kentucky and Appalachian community to offer
an effective place for educators and students to work within digital frameworks for
education. The term holler, in Central Appalachia, is slang for hollow, or the area
between two mountains. Hollers are known to be geographically isolated areas of
small close-knit communities (Veteto, 2013). Understanding the local vernacular is
important to understanding how to break through barriers and the term holler is at the
center of this discussion. Linda Scott DeRosier (1999) opens her book Creeker by
emphasizing the lack of understanding from Appalachian outsiders and their inability
to differentiate the nuances within the region. Even within Appalachia, traditionally
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stereotyped as uneducated, hollers are seen as a secluded and insular way of life.
Often, saying someone is from the head of a holler is meant as a derogatory
statement.
Using Head of the Holler as name for the the digital publication name opens
up immediate possibilities for place-based learning to reach Central Appalachian
learners in the social and cultural environments they are already use to. It also allows
for new digital tools to create connections between individual regions of Central
Appalachia that are separated by miles of winding roads and mountainous landscape
(Irvin, Hannum, de la Varre, & Farmer, 2010). Based on user feedback and contact,
many of the 40,000 visitors to The Holler network since 2014 have browsed to the
site to find out what a website called The Holler was actually about. If the site were
called Central Appalachian Digital Education Community Hub, there would likely be
fewer visitors and less interest from local users. Johnson and Humphry (2012)
experienced this lack of engagement with The Teenage Expertise Network in
Australia in their difficulties attracting young digital natives for their social learning
site. Users were not drawn to the site and did not share or engage at the anticipated
rate.
Looking at multiple studies, it may be elements of trust, not bandwidth or
access, that are offering the greatest roadblock for a social learning site like The
Holler to succeed in Central Appalachia (Chieh-Peng, Chou-Kang, Sheng-Wuu, &
Tsai, 2010). Issues of trust in completing online assignments and engaging in purely
digital environment are higher in older generations than students in the 18-29,
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Millennial Generation range (Ralph & Ralph, 2013). Research shows that using social
media as a tool within a course leads to higher interaction between the students and
the professors, as well as student conversation with their peers in the class. The
struggle for The Holler is two fold: engage traditionally hard to reach Appalachian
teachers and students and create a useful and efficient digital tool for idea generation
and digital project creation.
The Head of the Holler multimedia projects were designed as direct support
discovery models, featuring shared ideas, concepts, and suggestions rather than
straightforward how-to demonstrations to promote discovery and inquisitiveness
among participants (De Jong & Wijnandus Lazonder, 2005). In a brainstorming
meeting with four ARI teachers and Holler staff, the teachers expressed an interest for
The Holler to provide downloadable lesson plans and assignments for classroom use;
however this is counterproductive to the overall mission of The Holler. The guided
discovery multimedia model allows The Holler to showcase desired behavior and
engagement with the goal of helping teachers process their own innovative ideas and
share those with The Holler community rather than content only flowing from the site
outward.
When was the capstone implemented
Development of the Head of Holler began in August 2015 and issues were
released in November 2015, and in January 2016 and February 2016.
Headoftheholler.org featured a landing page where users could select each issue
individually. An email was sent featuring a synopsis of each issue to The Holler user
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base as well as the District Innovation Coordinators, who forwarded the emails
throughout their respective districts. Head of the Holler issues were also featured on
theHoller.org homepage. Individual stories were shared through Facebook and
Twitter to engage users who were interested in a particular subject or video, making
additional content available once they had clicked on the link.
Impact of the capstone
Before the capstone implementation, much of the teacher interaction and use
on theHoller.org happened through an unguided learning practice: something
generally frowned upon in multimedia education pedagogy for its ineffectiveness and
lack of clarity for those not already familiar with the subject matter (De Jong &
Wijnandus Lazonder, 2005). Through Head of the Holler, the learning tools available
on The Holler learning network were able to go through multiple onboarding, or
recruitment and engagement plans in a short amount of time (Crumlish & Malone,
2014). Head of the Holler served first as an onboarding tool for the general Holler
user who was referred by a friend or college or discovered the site through an organic
search or link. Those users were able to learn about the features of The Holler’s social
network, learning management system, professional development tools, and were
given proper motivation and instruction for moving forward. Through the guided
discovery multimedia principle, users of Head of the Holler are now ready to generate
their own onboarding plan and desired user experience for the students or colleagues
they wish to engage through The Holler.
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Google Analytics tracking software was installed on both the Head of the
Holler and theHoller.org to help identify the flow of traffic through both sites and the
behavior of each viewer. Google offers the analytics platform as a free installation so
website administrators can track metrics like user acquisition, time spent on a page
and the site as a whole, how the visitor found the site and many more complex
tracking tools (Galbraith, 2014). The software helps offer a surface level quantitative
view of the website metrics but interpretation of the data is subjective. In the case of
the capstone, the data was analyzed to know how in-depth a viewer interacted with
Head of the Holler, looking at the number of page views and how users arrived and
clicked through the site, rather than relying purely on quantitative metrics to
determine success.
According to the Google Analytics platform installed on the site, 452 users
viewed Head of the Holler content pages 2,045 times from November 2015 to
February, 2016. At the same time, theHoller.org registered users grew from 1,273 to
1,791 for an increase of 518 users. The amount of posts has not increased on the site
and tracking any change in quality will continue past the timeline of the capstone
project. The first issue of Head of the Holler featured a teaser for new badges that
could be earned by social interaction and exploration of tools on The Holler network.
The story was used during an ARI professional training date in November 2015 and
the site traffic over two days, up from 1,200 interactions to more than 8,000, was
strong enough to crash The Holler servers. Teacher participants were logged in
around the clock and even sent questions via email about how to earn specific badges
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between 12:00 a.m. and 3:00 a.m. in between the two days of training. While
exciting, the badge-earning process alone was not enough to promote long-term
meaningful engagement of the site. While many of the users began engaging with site
content by commenting on stories, listening to podcasts, sending friend requests, and
using The Holler messaging system they did not return to the site with the same vigor
after the professional development period was over.
The linear storytelling style of the Head of the Holler was not successful.
Following the user’s behavior through Google Analytics, stories that were linked
directly through The Holler, Facebook, and Twitter out performed those that were not
direct linked or embedded in another site. Seventy-three percent of all visitors left the
site after reading the initial story they were linked to with only three percent of
visitors beginning the issue at page one and reading continually through until the end.
Of all content, The Holler studio information was the most viewed and many teachers
and educators from the ARI region have contacted The Holler requesting studio time
for themselves or their students.
Limitations of the study
The capstone was implemented to promote ideas, creativity, and innovation
while pursuing digital education and personalized learning strategies for ARI teachers
and educators. This is not a short-term process or one that can be easily quantified.
Results and analysis thus far are dependent on website traffic and casual user
feedback. Long-term tracking will be needed to know the effectiveness of onboarding
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and the guided discovery principle on the quality of information shared on The Holler
and the translation into the K-12 Eastern Kentucky classroom.
The dissemination of the Head of the Holler was also relied on District
Innovation Coordinators, email lists, and word-of-mouth. There were not direct
connections to teachers and much of the information is timeless, or could at least have
a long shelf-life on theHoller.org, meaning engagement levels could continue to grow
or change past the implementation period of the capstone.
Many of the Eastern Kentucky school districts also have strict IP address and
content filtering rules in place. Many schools have full access to sites like YouTube
and Vimeo while others do not. With all of the multimedia from the Head of the
Holler being hosted on one of those two sites more resources could be allocated to
creating content rather than building a self-hosting video solution that would pass all
of the district filters. Requests have been made for The Holler’s networked sites and
content to be whitelisted, or made available without censorship or restriction, but this
has not been approved in all districts. This potential limit to access also means some
teachers would have to engage in content from their homes rather than during
planning periods at their schools. It also limits their ability to share multimedia back
to the network because of bandwidth limitations or content restrictions at their
schools.
Reflections
The creation of the Head of the Holler has been a very important growth
process, both for users and the entire Holler network. To date, The Holler has been
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operating as a social network first, with content generation as an interesting secondtier goal. After spending the time and concentrated effort to generate original
multimedia education tools and writing, and also seeing the increase in traffic and
users based on that material, The Holler will now shift to content creation as the top
priority and catalyst for social networking and sharing of ideas on the network.
Too much of the initial development period for the capstone was spent
focused on delivery methods: should resources be allocated to create an app, build a
standalone site, or incorporate the content into theHoller.org? Instead, more time
should have initially been spent developing content and allowing that material to
drive the decision-making process. The Holler has been a popular discussion topic as
it refers to the Race to the Top grant and the work with ARI, but the site has a long
way to go with both teachers and students before its use is not extra work beyond
what the classroom already demands. The Holler will need to consistently create
original content and ideas on the site that draws teachers and students in with the long
term effects being a robust discussion happening on the social networking side of the
site. The Holler will have to follow this advice and let the ideas drive the conversation
and not get caught up in the technology for technology’s sake.
The expanded use of digital tools and the reach of The Holler offers
interesting data collection and analysis from theHoller.org and Head of the Holler.
“The move to a participatory online culture sets a new context for thinking about
analytics” (Shum & Ferguson, 2012, p. 3). The Shum and Ferguson (2012) idea that
traditional institutions can grow and better engage students by developing and
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organizing social learning analytics through online courses and learning management
system implementations could apply directly to The Holler with data being used in
the decision-making process as well as metrics for teachers to measure effectiveness
in the search for personalized learning with their ARI students. The social learning
analytics, generated by original content on The Holler, will now drive the digital
infrastructure and purpose of the site while continuing to promote free and open
learning tools to build quality relationships for the digitally curious and industrious
residents of Central Appalachia.
The development of this capstone has provided the focus for constructing an
engaging and creative environment in a much more controlled and focused way than
would have been possible without the program at Morehead State University. What
began as a way to learn how to apply educational pedagogy and theory to creative
work has evolved into a culmination of experience in graphic design, graduate work
in filmmaking, and now doctoral study in education. The entire creative workflow
used to build The Holler has changed for the better. Now, instead of creating a project
and trying to find the merits and structure for educational use afterwards, all of the
tools can be used as one cohesive unit to solve real education-based challenges within
the Central Appalachian community.
Leadership
Eastern Kentucky is currently inundated with projects and grant funding to
create a new digital economy in the region to offset the collapse of the coal industry
(Smiley, 2015). Many of those involved are casting a wide net across the region in
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hopes of catching a viable product or plan for moving forward. Now, more than ever,
strong leadership is needed to capitalize on the attention and funding being put in
place. Leaders who can connect education initiatives to work ready economic
structures within the digital economy are critical to moving the process forward and
creating actual opportunity within the region. The broadband initiative, bringing fiber
Internet to Eastern Kentucky counties, is not enough in itself to facilitate lasting
growth (Clair, 2016). Education and understanding within the community will be the
pivot point for creating new ideas and executing digital strategies that change the
entire economy and educational structure of Eastern Kentucky.
If a new digital economy with workforce ready communities is to form within
Eastern Kentucky, leadership must come at all levels and not focus solely on those
currently in leadership positions. The first step to breaking down barriers to growth in
the region is to enable community members to develop new ideas and build their own
processes and initiatives through education and collaboration rather than wait on a
step-by-step process that may never materialize (Kouzes & Posner, 2007). The Head
of the Holler capstone project was designed to be one avenue for Eastern Kentucky
teachers to begin creating their own digital initiatives and goals for engaging in new
digital tools and strategies so they may become the leadership voice for education in
connection with the hope of a new digital economy for Appalachia. If teachers are
finding ways to build toward innovation in their classroom and in their profession it
will be very difficult for education to be left out of the discussion for moving Eastern
Kentucky forward into a new digital reality.
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